Introduction: Lexical Aggregation
Aggregation is the process of removing redundant information during language generation while preserving the information to be conveyed. Aggregation is an important component of text or sentence planning. Without aggregation, automated language generation systems would not be able to produce fluent text from real-world databases and knowledge bases, since information is rarely stored in computers in forms directly supporting fluent expression.
Various types of aggregation (syntactic, lexical, referential) have been identified in [Hovy88, Cook84, Reinhart91, Horacek92, Dalianis&Hovy93, Wilkinson95, Dalianis95a, 95b, 96a] . This paper investigates lexical aggregation, the process by which a set of items is replaced with a single new lexeme that encompasses the same meaning. We call the elements that will be aggregated the aggregands and the element (the lexeme) which is the result of the aggregation the aggregator.
Lexical aggregation can be divided into two major types, bounded and unbounded. With Bounded Lexical (BL) aggregation the aggregator lexeme covers a closed set of concepts and the redundancy is obvious, the aggregated information is recoverable, and the aggregation process must be carried out. In contrast, Unbounded Lexical (UL) aggregation is carried out over an open set of aggregands and consequently the aggregated information is not recoverable and has to be licensed by other factors, such as the hearer's goals. The example in Figure 1 
Corpora Studies
Different subsets of an information collection may give rise to many and varied opportunities for aggregation. In fact, human-authored text contains aggregations throughout, as our corpus study shows. [Dalianis96b] .
In the study we manually investigated in total 11 texts. The total amount of words in the first nine texts were 6.452 words and the ratio (syntactic aggregation cases)/(total words) was 1.8%. Including the two last texts, the ratio (syntactic aggregation cases)/(total sentences) was approximately 33%; i.e., one third of the sentences included syntactic aggregation.
If each aggregation saves approximately six words, this will make the text 1.8% aggregations x 6 words = 11% shorter, in some cases up to 20% shorter, than it would have been without aggregation. In addition the text becomes easier to read.
Aggregated texts sometimes need cue words e.g., each, together, separately, both, to clarify the aggregation (see Example 1, next section). In the study we calculated the ratio cue words/sentences to be 2.0%, and the ratio (cue words)/(syntactic aggregation) to be 15% i.e., every seventh syntactic aggregation contains a cue word. 
The Problem of Ordering
The following problem is described in [Dalianis&Hovy93] [Dalianis96c] ).
In the first case, assuming the existence of a BL-aggregation inference rule that defines put up a Christmas tree as the sequence of events (a) to (e), this rule would produce (i). This rule would however not be able to produce (i) from (1), since (1) contains different actions altogether; here a new rule that decomposed put up a Christmas tree into the actions (j) installed, and (k) decorated would be required. Thus, unless the set of BL-aggregation rules were so crafted as to include all subdecompositions, different orderings of the aggregation rules will produce different results. Furthermore, although lexical aggregation operates over lexis, interactions between syntactic and lexical aggregation necessitate the careful ordering of their respective rules. We performed an experiment to determine the optimal ordering(s) by applying several aggregation rules, in all permutations, to the clauses of a text plan. We implemented three aggregation rules (the Subject-Predicate and Predicate-Direct-Object (Syntactic) aggregation rules and the Bounded Lexical aggregation rule); also to control the order of input clauses, we created three ordering rules. An ordering rule orders the clauses in a text plan according to the weights of the ordering rule. The weights correspond to the predicate, subject, and object of the clause.
In order to determine the best order of applying aggregation rules and the ordering rules we performed the following experiment. We had a computer program cycle through all permutations of rules, and generate all possible texts for a given set of input clauses, We then analyzed these texts manually, trying to find a definition of (or failing that at least heuristics for) optimality. Three aggregation rules and three ordering rules give 6! = 720 possible permutations (the 720 possible texts were generated automatically and came to 166 pages of A4 size). Some example permutation outputs are listed in [Dalianis96b] . To analyse the results (quite a job!), we had to make qualitative judgements. Our findings are as follows.
1. Somewhat surprisingly, text length (i.e., redundancy of words) is not the best measure of the readability of aggregated texts. Instead, a better measure is internal (structural) coherence, such as is the focus of, for example, Rhetorical Structure Theory [Mann&Thompson88] .
2. One method to obtain good aggregation results is to perform pairwise application of one ordering and one aggregation rule at a time. A known good ordering rule should be applied on the input clauses and immediately followed by its corresponding aggregation rule, which can then be followed by another pair, etc. For example, the ordering 213 is best associated with the SP aggregation rule; the ordering 132 is best associated with the PDO aggregation rule; and the ordering 132 with the Bounded Lexical aggregation rule.
3. With respect to the rule ordering problem, the best order of aggregation rules is:
• first: Unbounded Lexical aggregation (this is the most powerful aggregation rule);
• next, the syntactic aggregations (preferably PDO followed by SP );
• next, Bounded Lexical aggregation;
• finally, other sentence planning tasks such as pronominalization.
Conclusions
While Unbounded and Bounded lexical aggregation are related to one another, ULaggregation operates over an open set and loses some aggregated information, and BLaggregation operates over a closed set and the aggregated information is retrievable. To select an appropriate UL-aggregation one may employ a hearer model. In both types of lexical aggregation one must check that the aggregands follow each other consecutively in time. From the permutation experiment for obtaining the optimally aggregated text we conclude that one should not always select the shortest text, but the one with the best discourse organization (which we model by the best RST structure). We found certain optimal orderings of text plan clauses before aggregation, each ordering associated with aggregation rule. Regarding the order of applying the aggregation rules, we propose first to use the most powerful rule (namely UL aggregation), then the predicate and direct object (PDO) grouping rule, then the subject and predicate (SP) grouping rule, and finally BL aggregation. This paper is an extract of a longer work described in [Dalianis96b] . A great deal more work is required on the various aspects of lexical aggregation. Thoroughly studies of text corpora are necessary, as well as more fine-grained definitions of the various phenomena of lexical aggregation. The implementation of the finding will also be conditional upon the specific choices of knowledge representation system and inference support. This study is just a beginning of lot of exciting research !
